Newsletter November 2016
Dear Paddlers,
Summer is almost upon us and the water is warming up.
It has been a busy few months for us so hopefully this Newsletter will bring you up to date
with everything that has been happening.
Accessories
SOT Trolleys
For a limited time only our SOT trolleys will be on sale for $59 each. This applies to the
following models:


Alloy SOT Trolley



Stainless Steel SOT Trolley (Wide)



Stainless Steel SOT Trolley (Narrow)

If ordering online then enter Promotion Code
CLUBA at checkout to redeem your discount.

SUP’s
Tyrant 10’8” Soft Sup DLX
Our popular 10’8” Soft
SUP is now available
in three new exciting
colour designs.
At just $498 including
SUP, Paddle and
Leash it’s no wonder
that these are one of
our overall bestselling
products!
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NEW Tyrant Semi-Rigid Series
Available in three sizes these are proving
to be another top-seller for us:




10’ Wide-Boy package
11’ All-Round package
12’ All-Round package

$629
$729
$759

Package includes SUP, Fibreglass Shaft
Paddle and Leash.
Great quality boards, vibrant colours and
dolphin prints make them a very attractive
offer, and at these prices they’re great
value.

3 New Shark SUP Models
Following the success of the Shark
Inflatable SUP’s last season we
have now introduced another three
models to our range:




Shark 10’ All Round $698
Shark 11’ All Round $759
Shark 10’ Yoga SUP $798

Price includes SUP, Repair Kit
Pump, Carry Bag, Paddle, Leash
New Riot Polyethylene SUP’s
For those who prefer the
durability of polyethylene we
have two new and attractive
SUP’s from Riot.



9’5” Tahiti
11’6” Waikiki

$498
$548

Price includes Fibreglass
Shaft Paddle & Leash.
These are
very tough and affordable!
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Point 65’N Modular SUP’s
Following the success of Point 65’s modular
kayaks comes the modular Stand Up
Paddleboard.
The Point 65 Rum Runners are an
innovative, high-performance, modular,
touring SUP with a displacement hull.
Available in two sizes:



Rum Runner 11’5”
Rum Runner 12’5”

$988
$1 098

Kayaks
Cobra 2nds
Once again we have secured a container of Cobra 2nds (New Zealand made).
Included in this catch are six of
our best-selling Cobra models,
all going dirt cheap:







Expedition
Tourer
Marauder
Tandem Longreach
Eliminator
Strike XL

Defects include minor imperfections such as smudged graphics and occasional weld marks.
Riot Escape Ultralight Duo
Following the success of the Riot Escape 9
Ultralight (14kg) we have helped Riot design
the all new Riot Escape Ultralight Duo. This
will be available in stores from early January
2017.
The final weight and pricing of the Duo are
still to be determined but we are hoping to
keep it below 22kg and below $1000 for the
base model and below $1300 for the deluxe
model.
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NEW RTM Abaco 360
This little fishing kayak is packed with features. See online or in-store for more info.

Point 65’N Next Generation Modular series
Point 65’ are widely recognised as the leaders in modular design kayaks, now introducing
the latest models in this innovative line-up:




Apollo
Apollo Tandem




Mercury
Mercury Tandem




Gemini
Gemini Tandem

Point 65’N Whiskey 3L
Designed by paddling
legend Nigel Foster the
Whiskey 16’ Tourer is
now available in robust
three-layered
Polyethylene.
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KXone Lightweight Inflatable Kayaks and Surf-Ski
Unlike other inflatable kayaks the Slider series is the first in the world to boast drop-stitch
technology on the sides and bottom, making it incredibly rigid and solid.
For anyone living in a unit or having a lack of storage space at home, and wanting the best
in quality and light-weight, then this is the way to go.

Contact your nearest C-Kayak store and be one of the first in the country to own one of
these magnificent craft!
Titan Mix (Whitewater/Surf/Fun) - Introductory Price only $458
The World’s first plastic
Sit-On-Top to be
developed around a high
performance white water
freestyle hull!
The result is a Sit-OnTop that surfs and
handles unlike anything
else out there, opening
you up to a whole new
world of fun on the
water.
Well, we have plenty of other exciting new products lined up for the season but that’s about
all we can fit onto one newsletter so keep an eye on our website for latest news:
www.kayakgroup.com.au
Wishing you all a fantastic Summer. Time to get those kayaks and SUP’s out of the garage
and onto the water!
Remember to check your local C-Kayak Facebook page for upcoming Paddle Days.

The C-Kayak Team
C-Kayak Group

